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Enter the Ancient Land of the, "Pharaohs". This is World/New Age Music that has some of the most

intoxcating music you will ever hear. 2X Awards / 2X Nominations. 11 MP3 Songs NEW AGE:

Environmental, WORLD: Middle East Details: New Age / World Music Never Sounded like this before..

Enter the Mysterious Land of Ancient Egypt.. Travel back in time to the days of the Pharaohs. Gale pulls

no stops with this Fantastic Album.. She uses Water Canon Drums mixed with some of the most soothing

flute playing and ancient Melodies you have ever heard.. One minute your hearing the Ancient Flutes and

the next, your heart pounds to the massive drums and 180 piece orchestra that comes right out from the

middle of the Sahara Desert. Totally Mesmerizing and Intoxictaing! Gale is one of the most diversified

Recording Artist in the world today. When one composes songs that send you back to places like, Ancient

Egypt and grabbing 2 Awards and 2 Nominations in the process. Then, she goes and grabs another

Award Nomination for a completely different genre' like, her Native American Album (two complete

opposites in music styles and genre's) and you can start to see what we mean by her being so diversified

and unique. So, now comes a very hard question to answer. Who does she sound like? We are really not

sure how to answer that because, her 21 CD Albums crosses so many genre's and styles within their own

genre's. We could start dropping names into a hat, (it would need to be a very big hat), like Yanni, Kitaro,

Vangelis, Tangerine Dream, Carlos Nakai, Robert Mirabal and the list goes on and on who she sounds

like on one album and how she sounds like someone else on another album. But with all of this said.. We

can say that, she is unique and very rare when it comes to her Native American Language in songs and

melodies. Gale is Mescalero Apache and the language is slowly vanishing. There are maybe two or three

Recording Artists in the world today who sing in Apache' (not including the Apache' Pow-wows circles) on

the reservation in Southern New Mexico. She is all alone when it comes to composing her native music to

a contemporary style and not lose the spirit of her people. So, who does Apache Native Music like Gale?

Who does Ancient Egyptian Music? Who has her music playing all over the USA at Renaissance fairs

with her Renaissance Music? Who sends you to Ancient civilizations like, Antarctica, Atlantis or to

Lemuria? Who takes you back to the Ancient Native Americans? How many Artists did you think of? A
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few? A lot? None? Now you can see why we have a hard time saying who she sounds like. Maybe we

should start re-phrasing this and ask... Who sounds like Gale? 16 years, 21 Albums, 2 Awards  3 Award

Nominations says the music is at it's finest. Would you have it any other way?
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